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Abstract
Local administrations keep creating policies to promote cycling among citizens. However, these initiatives seem to be often counterproductive for the targeted objectives because of the increase opportunities for bike-theft. So, this research aimed at exploring Milan (IT) as a case study to address temporal distribution of bike-theft at the meso-level while controlling for seasonal variation. The occurrence of certain timeframes was evaluated against the distribution of bicycle theft between 2011 and 2015 and predictive risk effects were estimated using the Aoristic analysis. The latter provided a temporal weight and gave an indication of the probability that the events occurred within a defined period between 2016 and 2018. Within this timeframe, the Aoristic analysis showed a higher level of risk stemming from specific days of the week and times of the day, which indeed were responsible of 76% of the registered bike-thefts. The results of this study point to temporal elements that need to be taken into consideration while formulating policies that promote an urban crime-controlled environment for cyclists in Milan. Indeed, since many common crimes are aoristic, techniques such as the Aoristic analysis is crucial for ensuring an effective deployment of resources at the right time to prevent crime.
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Introduction
The routine activities approach to explaining crime patterns, first developed by Cohen and Felson (1979, 590), describes how variations in the availability of guardians, offenders and targets can be used to explain spatio-temporal variations in crime. In case of the presence of offenders, several targets and no guardians, there is likely to be more crime (Brantingham & Brantingham, 1993, 6). In this respect, academic interest in theorizing and then developing new crime-analysis techniques has mainly dealt with spatial patterns of crime (Ratcliffe & McCullagh, 1998, 752), with less interest in temporal variation. This does not mean that the latter is not relevant, Felson (2006, 7) indeed described offending behavior as being “in motion-daily, hourly, and momentarily, on large scale and small”, while Felson and Poulsen (2003, 595) revealed that crime patterns tend to vary more throughout each day than in any other timeframe.

Existing literature showed that the routine activities approach can explain temporal patterns of crime. The latter can be analyzed at different levels: yearly, monthly and weekly (Baumer & Wright, 1996); but the highest attention is paid to variations across the day as our scale of interest here. For example, Melbin (1978, 453) found that crime patterns in Boston substantially followed a routine framework. Cohn (1993, 76) noted that some factors such as the time of the day, public holiday, school vacations and day of the week predicted the frequency of police calls to report domestic violence. Messner and Tardiff (1985, 258) found that homicides involving people who knew each other were more common at weekends, when people spend more time with friends and family members. Once more, Cohn and Rotton (2003, 356) took this assumption and verified that several crime patterns vary substantially on major public holidays, when both victims and offenders are involved in activities that differ from everyday life actions. These researches all reveal that time-variations in crime are both significant and linked to the routine activities of offenders and victims.

This assumption is particularly true for property crimes as well. Indeed, several studies revealed the importance of time in scheduling the occurrence of crimes such as burglaries (Ratcliffe, 2000), auto thefts (Krimmel & Mele, 1998), shoplifting (Savona et al, 2019) and bicycle theft (Zhang et al, 2007; Johnson et al, 2008; Sidebottom et al, 2009). However, despite its economic and environmental impact on the local communities, bicycle theft has not been sufficiently addressed from a temporal point of view by the research. In fact, some researches deliberately focused solely on the geographical distribution of bike-thefts in order to identify potential urban risk-factors acting as crime’s triggers (Mburu & Helbich, 2016). However, as far as it is known by the author, no researches have taken into consideration its temporal dimension from an aoristic perspective.
The present study

With the rapid changes caused by urbanization and motorization processes, urban mobility and accessibility are facing a substantial decline in several western countries (Gakenheimer, 1999; Sudhakara Reddy et al., 2012). The latter are unsurprisingly displaying an increasing number of issues related to urban mobility, such as insufficient transport facilities, mode shift from public to private transport, traffic congestion (Gakenheimer, 1999; da Silva et al., 2008; Sudhakara Reddy et al., 2012). Moreover, the increasing use of private transport brings about negative consequences, including air pollution, traffic accidents and traffic congestion.

That is the reason why the concept of sustainable transport objectives started to centralize the attention of local administrations. Sustainable transport objectives refer to any strategy put in force to favor the deployment of transports with fuel-efficient, space-saving and healthy lifestyle, and call for an equilibrium between the resources needed by present and future generations to rely upon this type of transportation (Han, 2010; Richardson, 2005). Particularly, non-motorized transport modes are seen as the real lifeblood of sustainable transport (Rietveld & Daniel., 2004), especially the bicycle being defined as “the individual non-motorized transport mode that is associated with the benefits in terms of environment, society and economy” (Jensen et al., 2010; Pucher et al., 2010; Vandenbulcke et al., 2011).

In this respect, it is not surprising that local administrations are increasingly advocating policies to promote cycling among citizens. Indeed, the benefits of cycling to the environment and to personal health are well known and established among the community members (Mburu & Helbich, 2016; Vandenbulcke et al., 2011). As a consequence of this increasing interest in healthy transportation systems, researchers started to extensively study the potential dangers faced by cyclists, such as injury, exposure to carbon monoxide and cardiac disease (Winters et al., 2010; Montani et al, 2015). However, despite this large part of the literature, local administrators grapple with a less explored risk related to cycling, namely bicycle theft.

In this respect, international evidence shows that bicycle owners are three times more likely to lose possession through theft compared to owners of motorcycles and cars (Zhang et al., 2007; Johnson et al., 2008; Sidebottom et al, 2009). This data goes back to the broader concept of repetitive victimization, which greatly undermines policies to promote cycling because a large proportion of victimized individuals neither resume cycling nor replace their stolen bicycles (Koets e & Rietveld, 2009).

Several countermeasures have been put in place to reduce bike theft, such as safer locking mechanisms, better parking facilities and interventions that target high risk urban areas (Sidebottom et al, 2009). However, while these interventions might have contrasted crime occurrence, bicycle theft has not been thoroughly analysed to date from an aoristic point of view (Mburu & Helbich, 2016). For example, research in Italy has yet to examine when bicycle thefts have most commonly occurred, and as such no research to date has investigated the relevant temporal patterns in the thieves’ behaviour.

Thus, despite the efforts to contrast bicycle theft, police may face an increase in the community’s lack of confidence in their capacity to recover the stolen items (Gamman et al, 2004). For instance, statistics based on the cases that occurred between 2013 and 2016 for Milan showed that every day almost 50 bikes were stolen, but only 40% of the victims reported it (FIAB, 2018). These findings were similarly retrieved from London (between 2013 and 2016), showing that perpetrators of 96 percent of the reported bicycle thefts are as yet unidentified (Mburu & Helbich, 2016). In this respect, a major focal concern is therefore to identify, analyse, and target those specific timeframes that can increase victimization probabilities in urban contexts.

The present study, which wants to be the initial step of a deep research’s path, adopted an aoristic analytical method to verify its predictive capacity of future crimes. The contradistinguishing way of assessing the validity of both crime data and method was whether or not they actually reflect the circumstances faced by police officers on a daily basis.

More precisely, this research used data on bicycle thefts in Milan as a case study, which are aoristic and none of them have occurred in either of two units of analysis. The central aim of this study was therefore to verify if the aoristic analysis estimation method of crimes occurred between 2011 and 2015 predicted the temporal distribution of bicycle thefts that took place in the following three years (2016-2018). Within that framework, the research aimed at answering two important questions:

1) Did bicycle theft display stable temporal patterns?
2) Is Aoristic analysis accurate at identifying high risk timeframes for bike-thefts?

Methods

Study Area

This research took place in Milan as the capital city in the county of Lombardia with a total estimated population of 1.352.000 inhabitants (Censis, 2018). Bicycle theft is prevalent in the city (Submarine, 2019), and although the entire metropolitan area experiences substantial risk, 70 percent of all incidents between 2011-2018 were reported in Inner Milan (Submarine, 2019). It supposedly happened because of the interplay of risky places and increased human interactions underlying the crime concentrations. Indeed, Inner Milan comprises many bars, tram stations and commercial facilities, all of which attract crowds for reasons unrelated to crime but nevertheless could provide opportunities for bicycle theft. Within this urban framework, it was argued that bike-thefts tend to display relevant temporal patterns (on a monthly, weekly and daily basis).
Data Collection
Data was collected via both the Rubbici database (Rubbici, 2019), and the Registro Italiano Bici (RIB) ("The Italian Bike Registry") (Registro Italiano Bici, 2019). The Local Police Force of Milan was partially involved in this research because it did have access to a limited dataset including only 221 bike-theft records, which was not sufficient to run a statistically significant Aoristic analysis. Therefore, the authors decided to identify other available online platforms such as Rubbici and RIB for data collection. They are open databases where citizens independently report any bike-theft they have directly and/or indirectly experienced.

In other words, these are open databases collecting thousands of bicycle theft reports at a local level. Each of them includes several details such as crime’s address, time, date, bike’s model, security measures in place when stolen, as well as the victims’ personal information including gender and age. In this respect, the final dataset comprised 1,894 both spatially and temporally referenced bicycle theft incidents that were recorded over 8 years (between November 2011 and December 2018). In regard to this, approximately 300 cases were crossed out from the final dataset because they were lacking of sufficient information about the crime’s address and time of occurrence, which meant no possibility to track down the crime event to a specific time and location.

Materials
Quantum Geographical Information System (QGIS) was used to create and use crime maps, compile geo-data, analyze already existing mapped information, and manage geographical information. More precisely, QGIS brought multiple sources of data together by connecting them to the environment. In addition, Microsoft Excel was used to perform Aoristic analysis of bike-thefts at a meso-level to give indications of the probability that the events occurred within a defined period.

Aoristic analysis
Knowing when crime occurs is fundamental for any analysis of crime, but it is also challenging for certain crime categories where the crime analyst does not know when individual incidents occurred. Ratcliffe and McCullagh (1998, 754) call these “aoristic crimes”, using a Greek-derived word meaning “indeterminate”. This is often problematic for police officials, as determining the time of an offence is difficult. As such this may explain why the police shift their focus to where the crime has occurred, as this information is more readily available (Ratcliffe, 2000). In that sense, most crimes against property can be considered aoristic, while most crimes against people cannot. For example, someone who got robbed or assaulted will have enough information to share with the police in regard to the exact time and location of crime, because he or she has directly experienced it, on the contrary, the victim of a bicycle theft will often only be able to state:

1. The time at which the victim left the bicycle unattended. This is defined as the earliest time at which the crime could have occurred, hereafter known as $T_{\text{start}}$;
2. The time at which the victim got back to find out that the bicycle was stolen. This is known as the latest time at which the crime could have happened, hereafter named as $T_{\text{end}}$.

$T_{\text{end}} - T_{\text{start}} = \text{Trange}$, the timeframe during which the bike-theft could have occurred (Ashby & Bowers, 2013). $\text{Trange}$ might be few minutes, hours or maybe weeks, depending on how long the victim left the bicycle unattended for (Ashby & Bowers, 2013).

Why Aoristic analysis?
Aoristic analysis provides a temporal framework for when a specific crime is more likely to be taking place. More precisely, this method attributes a 1-point value to each crime event and assigns an equal fraction of that value to each unit of analysis in which the offence could have happened (Ashby & Bowers, 2013). In other words, if a crime event has taken place within 10 hours, aoristic method would assume that there is a probability of 0.1 that the offence occurred in any single hour-long period (Ashby & Bowers, 2013). The distribution of Aoristic would be the sum of all the fractions allocated from each crime to each hour (Ashby & Bowers, 2013).

Ethics
The research was conducted ethically according to international standards as described in Harriss and Atkinson (2011); therefore, it meets the ethical standards of the journal.

Results
The principal objective of this research was to evaluate the potential effect of temporal patterns on the registered bicycle thefts between November 2011 and December 2018.

![Figure 1. Bike-theft rates in Milan's districts.](image)
All of the coded crime events covered an area of approximately 181.67 km². Descriptive statistics were performed to examine both the geographical and temporal distribution of bicycle thefts across the nine districts of Milan. Figure 1 shows that crime events occurred in the entire urban area of the city, however, some districts, respectively districts 1 (0.54), 3 (0.19) and 9 (0.12), displayed higher bike-theft rates compared to the others (2 = 0.09; 4 = 0.10; 5 = 0.11; 6 = 0.10; 7 = 0.08; 8 = 0.06).

The distribution of crime events revealed a seasonal variation across months. More precisely, the vast majority of bicycle thefts clustered in two specific seasons of the year, namely summer and autumn which accounted for 63% of total crime (N = 1195). Spring was responsible of 27% of total bike-thefts registered in Milan (N = 511). On the contrary, winter seems to be the least statistically significant period of time, gathering 10% of total crime records (N = 188).

Figure 2 shows the seasonal variation of bicycle thefts in Milan. On a weekly basis, bicycle thefts occurrence revealed an almost stable distribution. More precisely, 20.2% of them occurred on Saturdays (N = 382), 14.9% on Tuesdays (N = 283), 14% on Thursdays (N = 266), 14% on Fridays (N = 265), 12.8% on Mondays (N = 242), 12.5% on Wednesdays (N = 237) and 11.6% on Sundays (N = 219). Figure 3 shows the weekly distribution of bicycle thefts in Milan.

Furthermore, bicycle thefts displayed a relevant temporal distribution during the day. More precisely, 34.7% of those crimes took place between 8am and 1pm (N = 658), 14.5% between 1pm and 7pm (N = 274), 20.9% between 7pm and midnight (N = 396), and 29.9% between midnight and 8am (N = 566). This trend was confirmed for 8 districts out of 9. Indeed, for district 1, 26.8% of bike-thefts were reported between 7pm and midnight, showing a diverse displacement of crime when compared with the other precincts. Figure 4 shows the temporal distribution of bicycle thefts between November 2011 and December 2018 for each district. Afterwards, an Aoristic analysis was performed for bike-thefts which occurred between 2011-2015 to test its predictive capacity of bike-thefts that have actually happened in the following three years (2016-2018). In this respect, a 1-point value was given to each crime event, and an equal fraction of that value was assigned to each unit of analysis in which the offence could have happened. The distribution of Taoristic was particularly high for certain timeframes during some days of the week. More precisely, the within day Aoristic risk values (RV) were the following (see Figure 5):
Mondays from 09:00 to 12:30 (15,79 < RV < 16,05);
• Tuesdays from 08:00 to 12:30 (20,52 < RV < 20,87);
• Wednesdays from both 09:00 to 12:30 (23,09 < RV < 23,48) and 19:00 to 22:30 (11,05 < RV < 11,24);
• Thursdays from 08:00 to 12:30 (20,13 < RV < 20,47);
• Fridays from both 08:00 to 12:30 (9,87 < RV < 10,03) and 19:00 to 22:30 (24,47 < RV < 24,88);
• Saturdays from both 08:00 to 12:30 (14,01 < RV < 14,25) and 19:00 to 22:30 (15,79 < RV < 16,05);
• Sundays from both 00:00 to 08:00 (18,97 < RV < 19,29) and 19:00 to 22:30 (21,31 < RV < 21,67).

The accuracy of this procedure, using the risk value for each estimation of the Aoristic analysis, was measured by considering what proportion of the identified Tranges overlapped with actual bicycle thefts registered between 2016 and 2018. Table 1 shows the results and confirms the estimation provided by the Aoristic analysis method, indeed, it revealed that 76% of bike-thefts that have occurred between 2016 and 2018 actually fallen within the Tranges identified as high-risk.

More precisely, 45% of the registered bike-thefts has took place between 08:00 am and 12:30 pm on Monday(s), Tuesday(s), Wednesday(s) and Thursday(s), which were identified as particularly risky by the Aoristic analysis (see Table 1). Similarly, 12% of total crime happened between 19:00 pm and 22:30 pm on Friday(s), which were again seen as significantly vulnerable timeframes (see Table 1). Equivalently, 19% of all registered bike-thefts has fallen between 19:00 pm and 22:30 pm as predicted by the Aoristic analysis (see Table 1).

**Discussion**

The results show that bicycle thefts followed specific temporal patterns across the city of Milano. From a general point of view, bike-theft displayed a relevant seasonal outcome as 63% of crimes occurred between Summer and Autumn. One possible explanation might be the weather conditions. Indeed, they are notoriously good seasons in terms of temperature and climate stability and that could give to cyclists more opportunities to ride their bike outdoor instead of using motorized transportations. However, as a logical consequence, more bicycles on the streets means an increased level of crime opportunity for bike-theives.

On a weekly basis, results showed that bike-theft tend to cluster especially during the last days of the week (Thursday(s), Friday(s) and Saturday(s)), however, significant differences in terms of within day temporal distributions between the city’s districts were elicited. In regard to this, relevant information was retrieved thanks to an Aoristic analysis of bicycle thefts which occurred between 2011 and 2015. This identified specific days and timeframes (Tranges) as high risk for bike-theft, which indeed predicted 76% of the registered crimes that occurred between 2016 and 2018. However, it is important to stress that the aoristic method did not assume that each crime occurred at a specific time but rather within a known Trange, and this may explain the high predictive capacity of the aoristic analysis on this occasion.

In regard to Trange-a (08:00 – 12:30), as previously mentioned, risk values seemed to be particularly relevant for Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. This might be explained as the result of the fact that during both those hours and days there is an increased concentration of people going to work who might leave their bikes on the streets until the end of their shifts, providing crime opportunities to bike-theives patrolling those areas. This assumption can be partially confirmed by the fact that 74% of bicycle thefts that occurred in those specific Tranges (between 2016-2018) happened outdoor. Adversely, Trange-b (19:00 - 22:30) risk values seemed to be particularly relevant for Fridays and Saturdays. The latter could be the consequence of a high number of people going out during weekends for leisure activities and leaving their bikes on the street. Indeed, almost 63% of thefts occurring in these Tranges (between 2016-2018) took place in District 1, 3 and 9 where the vast majority of clubs, restaurants and other commercial businesses tend to cluster.

These results are in alinement with previous findings showing temporal distributions of other aoristic crimes such as residential burglaries (Weisel, 2002; Sorensen, 2004) and thefts of motor vehicles from city-centre

![Figure 5. Within day Aoristic estimates.](image-url)
parking facilities (Rengert, 1997, 210), which seemed to be shaped by similar routine activities. However, despite the relevant findings, Milan should be adopted as a case history leading to new studies (maybe involving different crime types) that might newly verified the predictive capacity of the Aoristic method.

Conclusions
To date, the present study provides the only empirical evidence in Italy as to the efficacy of Aoristic analysis method for aoristic crime, but these results are based on the study of only one crime type, namely bicycle theft. It is not certain that the present results are generalizable to other types of crime, but, pending further work, the routine activities approach suggests that they could be. Analysis of the crime reports used in this study showed that most bike-thefts occurred during the daytime while the victims were potentially at work and the nighttime while the victims were potentially out for leisure activities. It is likely that the routine activities of these victims have determined the distribution of bike-thefts within those Tranges.

However, further research is needed to verify if the findings here are applicable to other circumstances. Analysis of crimes that are not normally distributed in time may be particularly useful in testing whether the method described here is still applicable. Indeed, knowing when crimes occur is crucial to preventing them, but there are fewer techniques available for temporal analysis than for spatial analysis, where many techniques have been developed in the past two decades. In addition, there has not been sufficient research verifying the validity of temporal analysis at predicting and then preventing crimes. In light of what has been stated so far, one of the key lessons of policing research is that intelligence resources for crime prevention should be led, indeed, by intelligence. Since most crimes are clustered in time, temporal analysis becomes crucial to ensure that the deployment of such resources is effective: without understanding how crimes distribute across time, officers cannot be in the correct place at the correct time to prevent them. Since many common crimes are aoristic, techniques such as the Aoristic analysis is crucial for ensuring an effective deployment of resources. Indeed, police officers who deliberately decide to avoid temporal analysis of crime patterns are potentially exposed to an ineffective deployment of resources, failing to prevent crime and undermining the status of intelligence-led policing.
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